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Abstract 

Yokoim, also known as Karawari and Tabriak, is a language of the Lower Sepik family 
(Ramu-Lower Sepik phylum) spoken by rv 2,000 speakers as of 2009 in the villages of Kundi
man, Manjamai, and Konmei in the Karawari river region, East Sepik Province, Papua New 
Guinea (PNG). Yokoim is an endangered language threatened by the spreading dominance 
of Tok Pisin, a national prestige language. In many communities, there remains only a 
passive knowledge of Yokoim, as children no longer learn the language. This thesis is a 
preliminary study of the language based on data collected by Prof. David Harrison and 
Dr. Greg Anderson in 2010. It will center on analyzing the Yokoim phonology and morphol
ogy, especially nominal, pronominal, verbal, and adjectival morphology. It will also touch 
upon the counting system and Yokoim semantics and morphosyntax. 

Overview of Papuan Languages 

As of 1986, Papua New Guinea (PNG) has been home to around 800 languages con-

centrated in some 900,000 km2 , and as such it has one of the highest language densities 

of anywhere on Earth (Foley 1986). Although languages spoken in PNG are usually called 

Papuan, Foley notes that calling a language Papuan is deceptive, since not all Papuan Ian-

guages share a single ancestral language. Papuan languages are thought to belong to at 

least sixty different language families, and are less united in being Papuan than in being 

non-Austronesian, since while the languages spoken in PNG do not share a unifying an-

cestor, none of them are Austronesian (Foley 1986). An especially dense area of languages 

is the Sepik-Ramu River basin, where Yokoim is spoken. Yokoim, also called Karawari or 

Tabriak, is spoken in the villages of Kundiman, Manjamai, and Konmei in the Karawari 

river region of the Sepik-Ramu River basin by roughly 2,000 speakers as of 2009 (Harrison, 

pers. comm. , 2014). It belongs to the Lower Sepik language family, which includes the Ian-

guages of Yimas, Angoram, Chambri, Murik, and Kopar, of which Angoram is the largest 

language in terms of speakers with 7,000 speakers and Yimas and Kopar are the smallest 

with 250 speakers each (Foley 1986). 
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Figure 1: Geographic distribut ion of Lower Sepik family languages. Note the physical proximity of Yimas 
and Yokoim (Karawari) (Foley 1986) 

Yokoim and Yimas 

Yimas and Yokoim are closely related (as closely as Dutch and German, according to 

Foley) and so share many grammatical, morphological, and lexical similarities, as will be 

discussed in this thesis. William Foley of the University of Sydney has written much 

of the literature on Papuan languages, and Foley's extensive 1991 study of Yimas and 

his 1986 survey of Papuan languages will form the main comparative reference material 

for this thesis. Unless otherwise noted, all non-Yokoim data is Foley's, and any of Fo-

ley's Yokoim data will be marked as his. The Yokoim data in t his thesis came from 

Prof. David Harrison and Dr. Greg Anderson 's 2010 fieldwork in which they made recordings 

of Yokoim spoken by four (male) speakers from the PNG villages of Manjamai, Kundiman, 

Karawari, and Konmei. This cor·ups includes variant pronunciations and word orders and 

contains 576 tokens total consisting of 267 nouns, 13 adjectives, 122 noun phrases, 133 sen-

tences, 21 numerals, 12 proper names, and 8 noun/ phrases . This corpus can be accessed 

at http: / jtalkingdictionary.swarthmore.edu/yokoimj. Data for the talking dictionary was 
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transcribed and glossed over the summer of 2014 by the author of this thesis using Praat 

software and the recordings made by Prof. Harrison and Dr. Anderson. 1 

Overview of Thesis 

This thesis will begin by analyzing Yokoim phonology and phonotactics and will go on 

to discuss the counting system; pronominal, verbal, adjectival, and nominal morphology; 

and NP phrase/compound structure. In many cases, more data is required in order to reach 

a conclusion about aspects of Yokoim, and further research will need to be done to obtain 

a more complete analysis of this language. 

Yokoim has a noun classificatory system, as can be seen in multiple adjectival agree-

ment and pluralization paradigms that do not appear to be phonologically conditioned. 

Yokoim exhibits noun-noun structures which may be phrases or compounds, and distin-

guishes morphologically between NPs containing possessive adjectives and those involving 

other adjectives and numerals. Yokoim has a base-5 counting system (at least for the values 

1-10 and 20) and the term for 'five' is related to the word for 'hand,' indicating a possi-

ble body-counting-based system. Interestingly, there is variation between speakers in the 

terms for numbers 1-5, but the mathematical relationships between the numbers remains 

the same. Adjectives agree with nouns in noun class and number, and verbs agree in person 

and number with both the agent and object, although it is not yet clear whether or not the 

agreement is expressed as a clitic or a pronominal prefix. The copula has yet to be analyzed. 

This thesis will provide a mostly empirical study of Yokoim, and further scholarship will 

add to our understanding of the language. 

1 Since I benefited greatly from the knowledge, data, and assistance of my faculty mentors, in this thesis 
I will use 'we' as it more accurately represents the research process. However, all transcriptions, analyses, 
and errors are my own. 
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1 Yokoim Phonetics, Phonology, and Phonotactics 

Consonants 
~ .... 

~ ~ (1j 0 
:0 -'-" 0 <J.) 

~ ~ <J.) ~ <J.) 1': 
~ Q -'-" 

~ [fJ 

0 
0... 

Plosive p, b t, d 
Nasal m n 
Prenasalized Stop mb nd 
Fricative s, z 
Affricate if 
Prenasalized Affricate ncj:; 
Approximant w r/l 
Lateral Approximant 1/ r 
Vowels 

e 
a 

Table 1: Yokoim Phoneme Inventory 

1.1 p, k, b, and g 

~ 
-'-" 
(1j 

~ 
0... 

Jl 

.... 
(1j 

~ 

k, g 

IJ 
IJ9 

j 

u 

0 

The stops [p] and [kj2 appear in word-initial and -final positions (e.g. pamulJ 'leg,' jup 

'coconut,' kaj 'canoe,' anduk 'mouth') but appear in word-medial and intervocalic positions 

only when the speaker is enunciating. In each case when an intervocalic voiceless stop 

was elicited, we also have corresponding casual elicitations where the voiced stops [b] and 

[g] appear (e.g. kupaj,...., kubaj 'big, ' akaj,...., agaj 'grandfather'). These data support the 

analysis that [p] and [k] are phonemes /p/ and / k/ which voice intervocalically to [b] and 

[g] rather than being word-initially or -finally devoiced / b/ and / g/ . 

2 [] will be used to denote surface representation and I I will be used to denote underlying phoneme in t his 
section but the distinction will not be noted in parts of the thesis which do not concern phonology. * will 
be used consistently to denote hypothet ical or reconstructed , and glossing will follow the Leipzig Glossing 
Rules. 
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The voiced stops [b] and [g] are complicated to analyze since tokens containing them seem 

at first to support conflicting analyses. In some tokens, [b] and [g] appear intervocalically 

and in the same environments as their voiceless counterparts, suggesting that they are 

phonemically voiced realizations of /p/ and /k/, respectively, as discussed above (ex. kupan 

rv kuban 'big'). In other tokens, [b] and [g] appear word-initially (and in one example, [g] 

appears word-finally) , which would challenge the above analysis. [b] appears word-initially 

in the words ba 'goodbye,' bu 3PL.A, and ba, a particle whose meaning is unknown but 

appears in ba panbi 'very true,' bapankaj 'never,' and ba pan kajak 'no way.' In our data, 

[g] appears word-initially only in the various forms of the word for 'eye,' guluu '"" ugluu, and 

appears word-finally in only one recording (in a sentence) of kajag NEG, which is in all other 

cases pronounced kajak. 

1.2 mb and IJY 

We argue that word-initial [b] and [g] are the prenasalized stops /mb/ and /TJg/, and that 

the nasalization has been mostly impercievable word-initially but that the voicing effect on 

the stop component has remained, as in (1). 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to determine absolutely whether or not the nasal 

+ stop sequences (or more generally, Nasal + Consonants, or NCs) described are single

segment prenasalized obstruents or homorganic nasal + stop clusters. The classification of 

NCs is complicated by the lack of consistent cross-linguistic diagnostic tools (Riehl 2008), 

and classification is often subject to theoretical concerns (ex. Feinstein's (1979) attempt to 

reconcile prenasalized segments with Standard Theory). Where possible, we have classified 

NCs as prenasalized obstruents or nasal + stop clusters (unary NCs or NC clusters, respec

tively, to use Riehl's terminology (Riehl 2008), but there remain controversial cases. Rather 
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than wholeheartedly support one theory or analysis over another, we will put forward the 

data at our disposal, our analyses of it , and allow the reader and other researchers to agree 

with or challenge our assessment. See §1.5 for a summary discussion of unary NCs vs. NC 

clusters. 

(1) a. lmb, 1J9I > [b, g] I # _ 
b. ex. * lmbul > [bu] 3PL.A 

Word-initially, the nasal duration in lmbl and IIJ91 is so brief as to be nearly imperceiv-

able in most cases, yielding the impression of [b] and [g]. However, lmbl can still be heard 

clearly in variants of mbalJ, 'one' and I1J9I in l]gluJ]gi 'eyes.' Brevity of nasal duration is 

associated with but not diagnostic of prenasalization (Feinstein 1979) , but the word-initial 

location of these NCs in violation of sonority hierarchy (which ought to be obstruent-nasal, 

not nasal-obstruent in the coda) indicates that they are prenasalized obstruents and not NC 

clusters (Riehl 2008). 

This analysis supports the assessment that word-medial [b] and [g] are intervocalically 

voiced IPI and lkl, and that word-initial [b], [g], [mb], and [IJg] are lmbl and IIJ9/. Foley 

supports this analysis, proposing that in his recreated Proto-Lower-Sepik, there were five 

prenasalized stops: *mp, *mb, *IJk, *IJg, and *nd (he notes a lack of evidence for *nt but 

does not hypothesize as to why it is absent) (Foley 1986). In Yokoim, as in Yimas, *Imp I 

and * I1Jkl simplified to the nasal word-finally as in (2), although the stop is realized if a 

suffix is added on, as in pamuJ]gri 'legs.' 

(2) a. *Imp I, * IDkl > [m], [IJ] I # 
b. ex. * lpamu1Jkl > [pamulJ] 'leg' 

It is curious to note that word-initially, prenasalized stops are realized as stops, whereas 
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word-finally, they are realized as nasals: / mb, lJ9 / > [b, g] / # _ vs. / mb, IJ9 / > [m, IJ] 

/ _ # . The first has been attested in Oceanic languages, but not the second to the extent 

of our knowledge (Ozanne-Rivierre 1992). Literature on prenasalized stops tends to focus 

on classification issues or distribution within the phoneme inventory, meaning that there is 

little literature on issues such as word-position-dependent phonological processes affecting 

prenasalized stops. 

This assessment of prenasalized stop simplification is supported by our data, as the 

consonant clusters [IJg] and [mb] do not appear word-finally while they do word-initially and 

word-medially (ex. mbaiJ 'one, ' kumbut 'flying fox, ' J]gluiJ 'eye,' and koJ]go 'stairs' ). Instead, 

[IJ] and [m] are found word-finally, as well as [n], which may be / IJ / having lost the velar 

place of articulation word-finally. The only clear example in our dat a of [IJ]# is pamuiJ ' leg,' 

but as noted, [n]# is also suspect as a possible example of / JJ /#. 

Some nouns pluralize by suffixing -i (see §5 .2) and when this happens to nouns which 

end in [m] or [IJ] but which underlyingly end in / mb/ or / IJg / , the stop is realized as it is no 

longer word-final. We then see the endings [mbi] and [JJgi], as predicted by our assessment of 

word-final prenasalized stops (ex. jam 'house'/ jambi 'houses,' wambil] 'feather'/ wambiJ]gi 

'feathers, ' see §5 .2 and Table 17 for further pluralization data). 

A summary of our discussion of / p/, / k/, / mb/, and / IJg / can be seen in Table 2. 

# 
!PI P 

/ mb/ b 
/k/ k 
/ lJ9 / g 

# 
b 

mb 
g 

IJ9 

# 
p 
m 
k 

lJ 

Table 2: Summary of Analysis of / p/, / k/, / mb/, and / IJg / 
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1.3 t, s, and tf 

The presence of jpj, [b], jmbj, / k/, [g], and / IJg / suggests that there should also be jtj, [d], 

and / nd / in Yokoim. This is the case, as we will show, but the analysis of these phonemes 

is more complex than that of the other stops and prenasalized stops, necessitating specific 

and separate discussion. 

Since Yokoim has j pj and / k/ which appear word-initially, -medially (as [b] and [g]) , and 

-finally, we would expect jtj to have the same distribut ion. In fact, [t] appears exclusively 

word-finally (ex. samut 'slippy gobifish'), an unusually restricted environment dissimilar to 

that of [p] and [k]. Whereas j pj and / k/ appear word-medially / intervocalically as [b] and 

[g], there is no evidence that jtj appears as [d] word-medially. Although [d] does appear 

word-medially, it does so after [n] (ex. panda 'fingernail') , although it does follow [m] in three 

attested words: kamdaiJ 'fish carrying basket ,' j emdaiJ 'finger, ' and m esamden 'tongue.' In 

these words, [d] follows another nasal, which suggests that some other process affecting the 

place of articulation of the nasal may take place in these examples and they are underlyingly 

j nd j . These data indicate that that [d] is not jtj undergoing voicing intervocalically but 

rather is the prenasalized / nd /, completing the set of / mb/, / nd /, and / IJg / (/nd/ and / nQ)/ 

shall be discussed in §1.4-1.5) Therefore, it seems that jtj does not appear word-initially or 

medially at all, even as [d], but only word-finally. 

/s/ appears word-initially, -medially, and -finally. [if] appears word-initially and -medially 

in allophonic free variation with [s] (ex. tfuluk rv suluk 'song,' tfitfin rv sisin 'tooth '), con

firming that [s] and [if] are allophones. Likewise, [z] appears intervocalically where in other 

examples of the same word [s] appears (ex. sizingi ' teeth' < sisin 'tooth'), indicating that 

[z] is a voiced realization of jsj. [s] is the most common of the allophones in our data, 

with [if] appearing as a rare variant in the speech of multiple speakers and [z] only being 
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attested three times, all in variants of the word for 'tooth' or 'teeth.' An aspirated [th ] is 

also sometimes seen as an allophone of [s rv if], but only ever word-initially (ex. thizingi 

'teeth ' ). 

Word-initially, [s], [if], and [t(h) ] are allophones; word-medially, [t ] is not present while 

[s] is; and word-finally, [t ] is contrastive with [s] : kapus 'organ' vs. kaput ' rain.' This 

leads us to the conclusion that Yokoim at one time had both * /s/ and * /t/ in all word 

positions and that they were contrastive, but that at some point * / s/ and * / t / merged to 

/s/ word-initially and -medially but not finally, where they are still contrastive. 

This analysis explains the oddity of /t/'s distribution in comparison to those of /p/ and 

/ k/ . There is another possible analysis, which is that rather than * /s/ and * /t/ merging 

word-initially and -medially but not word-finally, the phonemes did merge in all positions 

and Yokoim has since borrowed words with [t ]# from languages which still possess [t ], such 

as Tok Pisin or the other Lower Sepik languages Angoram, Chambri, Murik, or Yimas. 

The borrowing hypothesis is less simple than the proposed merger explanation, but must 

be taken into account. In addition to the Yokoim verbal suffix -t, there are eight nouns 

in our data set which end in t#; kuput 'rain,' samut 'slippy gobifish,' kluput rv kuruput 

'back, ' kumbut 'flying fox,' simbat 'jungle, ' kawind.)it 'fishes, ' jerimasinat 'man,' and jimbi 

pimbit 'sago pulp basket.' We can rule out the borrowing of words with [t ]# from Tok 

Pisin as none of the words with [t ]# are from Tok Pisin. Yokoim kuput 'rain' is the same 

in Yimas, but 'back' is pkam in Yimas and wunim in Angoram, and 'man' (or 'person' ) is 

narma:g in Yimas, noranan in Chambri, and nor in Murik. It seems that Yokoim could not 

have borrowed these [t ]# words from any of these languages, at least. A more convincing 

argument against borrowing is that if Yokoim did borrow words with [t ] after the proposed 

*s, *t > s merger, and this is how the eight [t]# nouns and verbal suffix came into Yokoim, 
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then it is highly odd and therefore unlikely that Yokoim only borrowed words with word-

final [t ] and did not borrow any words with [t ] or [d] anywhere else. Therefore, we conclude 

that [ t ] # did not come from borrowing but from *It I, since alt hough *Is I and *It I merged 

to [s] word-initially and word-medially in Yokoim, they remained unmerged and contrastive 

word-finally, as summarized in Table 3. 

# # # 
lsi S rv ~· S rv 1f rv Z S 

ltl S rv ~· S rv 1f rv Z t 

Table 3: Realizations of lsi and ltl 

Curiously, although [1f] and [s] are allophones, [1f] only appears word-initially and me-

dially in variance with [s] whereas it never varies with [s] word-finally in our dat a, as can 

be seen in the phrase pambijes tfibi tf agumas 'short men.' The [1f] allophone appears in 

the Yokoim dialects of Manj amai, Karawari, Kundiman, and Konmei (all the dialects and 

speakers surveyed). The lack of [1f rv s] allophony word-finally at first suggested that per-

haps [1f] is an intermediate phoneme between * ltl and [s] (* ltl > *[1f] > [s]) and that 

remnants of the *[1f] intermediate phoneme still exist, but we can show that t his is not the 

case. Foley shows in comparisons of the Lower Sepik languages that *It I in his recreation 

of Proto-Lower-Sepik became [s] in Yokoim but remained [t] in Yimas , Angoram, Chambri, 

and Murik. If it were the case that [1f] is an intermediate between *It I and [s], we would 

expect t hat cognate words in Yimas, Angoram, Chambri, and Murik, which did not undergo 

the merger, would have a [t] where Yokoim now has [1f]. Since* lsi in Yimas became [t] or [r] 

(Yimas: *s, t > tor r, as opposed to Yokoim: *s, t > sword-initially and -medially) we are 

not able to use modern Yimas to distinguish between words which originally contained *lsi 

or * ltl . Fort unately, though, *lsi and *It I did not merge in the other three Lower Sepik 
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languages, so they could be used to test our hypothesis. We see in Table 4 that data from 

the other Lower Sepik languages disproves the hypothesis that [if] is derived from *It I since 

cognate words in Angoram, Chambri, and Murik can have either [s] or [t] where Yokoim 

has [if]. Evidently, [if] is an allomorph of [s] but not an intermediate phoneme between * ltl 

and [s] . 

Yokoim ([tf} variant) 
if U1J9WiQ)ilijen 
ifumali 
ifi~"in 

ifikis 
suku 

Yimas 

tmal 
tiriiJ 
tiki 
tuku 

Angoram, Chambri, or Murik 
suiJkwi (Chambri) 
sinmari (Chambri) 
saliiJ ( Angoram) 
tikir ( Angoram) 
tuku (Angoram, Chambri) 
tokun (Murik) 

Gloss 
'star ' 
'sun' 
'tooth' 
'sago refuse or pulp' 
'wash sago ' 

Table 4: Comparison of tj, t, and s in Lower Sepik languages 

1.4 nd 

As was mentioned in §1.3, since [d] never appears in Yokoim except for word-medially after 

[n] (or in rare cases, [m]), it is reasonable to analyze [d] not as a voiced realization of ltl as 

[b] and [g] are of IPI and lkl, but rather as the prenasalized consonant lnd j. This analysis 

is supported by the -i# pluralization phenomenon described in §1.2 in which prenasalized 

stops are simplified to just the nasal in the singular where they are word-final but are given 

their full value in the plural when the affixation of -i# makes them non-word-final. Just as 

we see [m]# SG I [mbi]# PL and [IJ]# SG I [IJgi]# PL alternations, we also see [n]# SG I 

[ndi]# PL alternation (ex. wakin 'snake' I wakindi 'snakes'), indicating that word-medial 

[nd] and word-final [n] may be lnd j. 

Since lndl appears word-medially and word-finally, t he presence of word-initial [b] and 

[g] (/mbl and IIJ91) raises the issue that there are no examples of word-initial [d] (/ndl). 
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One possibility is that #/nd / denasalized to [d], then devoiced to [t ], and then underwent the 

*s, *t > s merger to become [s], but t his is unlikely since #/mb/ and #/fJ9 / do not devoice 

after denasalization - in fact , their lack of word-init ial devoicing was the first indication 

that they were not voiced realizations of j pj and / k/ . It may be that #/nd / is much 

rarer t han #/mb/ and #/TJg / and so does not appear in our dat a set, but this explanation 

is rather unsatisfactory and will require further research to examine. Stanton describes 

restrictions on the distribution of prenasalized stops within a word , but does not discuss the 

distribution of individual prenasalized stops (Stanton 2015). Our analysis of phonemes so 

far is summarized in Table 5. 

# # # 
/PI p b p 

j mb/ b mb m 

/ k/ k g k 

/ TJg / g TJ9 TJ 
/ t / s rvif srv1frv z t 

/ nd / nd n 
/s/ srv if s rvifrvz s 

Table 5: Summary of j pj, j mb/ , / t / , / nd / , / k/ , and / TJg / Distribution 

1.5 nd vs. nc/5 

Complicating t he matter of how / nd/ is to be analyzed , [Q)] also appears nearly exclusively 

word-medially after n which would suggest t hat it is a prenasalized affricate or an allophone 

of / nd / . [Q)] appears after [n] or where we suspect there is an [n] but is difficult to tell, such as 

in suiJgwickilijen 'st ar ,' suiJgwickilim 'st ars,' mckakaj, meaning unknown, and jaiJgrickimbri 

'five , twenty. ' In §2 we analyze jaiJgrickimbri as jaiJg-ri ckimb-ri 'hand-DL 7-DL. 'We suspect 

an [n]# in suiJgwi(n)ckilijen 'st ar ' and suiJgwi(n)ckilim 'st ars ' and both an [n]# in jaugri 

(jaiJgrin) and an #[n] before [Q)] in ckimbri ( nckimbri ) 'five, twenty' because [Q)] overwhelm-
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ingly appears after [n] in the rest of our data and we have evidenced the compound jaiJgrin 

paklap 'hand,' and the noun suiJgwi 'moon.' As will be discussed in §5 .3.3, an -n# GEN 

marker is attached to the non-head noun of a genitive NN, so it seems likely that jaiJgri 

and suiJgwi have taken this marker and are in a compound. This itself brings up issues, 

namely that if - n# is attached to the end of a noun, then this [n] cannot be part of an 

/ms/ prenasalized stop as this would break the [n] and the [Q)] apart over morphological, 

syllable, and/or word boundaries, clearly treating them as two elements. Our analysis is 

that the second noun in the NN compounds begin with #[nQ)] and that the nasals at the 

end of the first noun and the beginning of the second degeminate (even across what seems 

to be a word boundary) , but furt her analysis is needed to understand what is happening 

here. 

One explanation of [nQ)] is that [nd] and [nQ)] are allophones, but this is unlikely and 

not our conclusion. Like [d], [Q)] can follow [m], but in contrast to [nd], [mQ)] can occur 

word-initially ( mcJ5akaj, meaning unknown) whereas neither [d] / [nd] nor [md] ever appears 

word-initially. [nd] and [nQ)] are never exchanged for one another as other allophones as [if 

rv s] are and they appear contrastively, as evidenced by the minimal and near-minimal pairs 

minda, meaning unknown / mincJ5a 2SG. A-1PL.O and andagas ' roof ' / ancJ5aiJala 'I want it.' 

For these reasons, we conclude that [nd] and [nQ)] are not allophones. 

We might expect [Q)] to be a voiced version of/~"/ as [z] is of /s/ (since we have [if rv s], 

[z rv Q)] would not be unusual), but this does not appear to be accurate. [Q)] appears in a 

far more restricted environment than [if] (i.e. exclusively [n]_) , is never exchanged for [if] in 

enunciated elicitations as other voiced realizations are, and is never replaced by [s], the more 

common allophone of [if], nor by its voiced allophone [z] . This leads us to the conclusion 

that [Q)] is not a voiced realization of / if/ . 
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Fl:om the above arguments, we conclude t hat / nc5/ is a prenasalized affricate in its own 

right. This adds [1f] or possibly/~"/ and / nc5/ to the series of / P/ - / mb/ , / t / - / nd/ , and 

/ k/ - / TJg / (Table 6) , perhaps indicat ing that for each of the stops and the affr icate (which is 

itself a stop + fr ic segment), there is a corresponding prenasalized phoneme. More detailed 

examination of the phonology of Yokoim will hopefully lead to better underst anding of the 

elements we call here prenasalized obstruents, or at least will offer new arguments against 

these analyses. 

# # # 
!PI p b p 

/ mb/ b mb m 

/ k/ k g k 

/ TJg / g TJ9 TJ 
/ t / srv1f srvifrv z t 

/ nd / nd n 

/ 1f/ 1f 1f 
/ nc5/ nc5 nc5 

Table 6: Possible Nasal + Obstruent Pairs 

1.6 Summary of arguments for and aginst mb, nd, IJg, and nc/5 be
ing prenasalized obstruents v s. homorganic nasal + obstruent 
clusters 

Determining whether or not / mb/, / nd/, / TJg /, and / nc5/ are homorganic nasal + ob-

struent consonant clust ers or prenasalized obstruents in Yokoim is beyond the scope of 

this thesis, and hopefully further work on Yokoim will decide this. In t his section, we will 

present several arguments on both sides. For a cross-linguist ic and dat a-driven analysis of 

prenasalized consonants vs . nasal + consonant clusters, see Riehl 2008. 

If we support t hese phonemes being prenasalized obstruents, we could argue t hat t he 

nasal duration in word-initial [mb] and [TJg] is too brief to be a proper consonant - so brief, 
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in fact , that it is almost unnoticeable but for the voicing effect on the obstruent. Feinstein, 

however, notes that brief nasal duration is not a 'necessary concomitant' of prenasalization 

(Feinstein 1979). Likewise, that the nasal and obstruent are homorganic is necessary for the 

prenasalization analysis but not sufficient (Riehl2008). / mb/, / nd /, /ug / , and / n<E/ behave 

as other examples of prenasalized obstruents do, such as denasalizing without devoicing 

(Ozanne-Rivierre 1992). Their occurrence word-initially (in an onset) in violation of the 

sonority hierarchy (nasal-obstruent order instead of the unmarked obstruent-nasal order) 

is a diagnostic of prenasalization (Riehl 2008). Treating these elements as unary segments 

allows for a neat explanation for the appearance of a homorganic obstruent in the -i# plural 

paradigm. Most importantly, it explains t he distribution pattern of [d] and [c5], which never 

occur but for after [n], and how the [d] in word-medial [nd] was protected from the *s, *t 

> s merger. One of the key criteria for prenasalization is if either or both the nasal and 

obstruent cannot occur independently, which is what we see with /nd/ and / n<E/. If [nd] 

were the consonant cluster / n /+/t/ and not a prenasalized stop / nt / , then we would expect 

the outcome */n/+ */t/ > / n/ + /s/, and yet instead of seeing [ns] consonant clusters, 

we see [nd]. Perhaps the *s, *t > s merger in these cases was blocked by the presence of 

a nasal, or did not occur in consonant clusters, but these explanations complicate, rather 

than simplify, our analyses . 

If we support the claim that / mb/, / nd/, / TJg /, and / n<E/ are not prenasalized obstruents, 

then our chief argument is that at the surface level word-medially they are heterosyllabic. 

Heterosyllabicity is considered one of t he main arguments against a nasal + obstruent 

cluster being analyzed as a prenasalized obstruent (Feinstein 1979). The nasal + obstruent 

clusters in our data are most convincingly prenasalized obstruent when they are word-initial: 

word-medially, they are never seen in complex onsets or codas, but rather they fall across 
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syllable boundaries (ex. sambis [' sam.bis] 'eyes,' tfambun ['1fam.bun] 'shoulder, ' imbijes 

[, im.bi. 'jes] 'pigs'). Even in imblum [' im.blum] 'leaf,' the [mb] consonant cluster is broken 

across the syllable boundary rather than the [bl] cluster. We could excuse all this and say 

that prenasalized obstruents only occur word-initially and that what we have been calling 

word-medial and -final prenasalized obstruents are actually consonant clusters, but this 

would conflict with our evaluation of -i pluralization and the distribution of [nd] and [nQ)]. 

The argument of syllable boundaries will be discussed under §1.10. 

Foley gives compelling arguments for these elements being treated as consonant clusters, 

but hedges by saying that they are prenasalized stops which should be analyzed as nasal 

+ stop clusters (he posits no affricates). In his 1986 comparison of Papuan languages, he 

reconstructs Proto-Lower-Sepik as having prenasalized stops and discusses (modern) Yimas 

as having them. However , both in his 1986 and 1991 descriptions of Yimas, he argues that 

Yimas prenasalized stops should be analyzed as "clusters of nasal and the corresponding 

voiceless stop" (Foley 1986). This he bases on the arguments that (a) prenasalized stops are 

rare word-initially and rare in general, which is typologically consistent with the distribution 

of nasal + obstruent consonant clusters rather than single segments (Foley 1991) (b) the 

stops vary freely between voiced and unvoiced , which indicates a decoupling between the 

nasal and the consonant, supporting treating them as two separate elements , (c) Yimas 

possesses heterorganic stop clusters like / mk/, j npj , and / mt / produced by vowel deletion 

rules which produce nasal + stop clusters regardless of the places of articulation of the 

components, (d) in the case of a stop+ nasal + stop cluster, the nasal is syllabified , which 

is dubiously possible if the nasal + stop is treated as a single element, and (e) Yimas has a 

rule which reduces two adjacent nasals, even heterorganic, to one, and that this rule applies 

even if one of the nasals belongs to a nasal + stop cluster indicates that the nasal of that 
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cluster is a separate consonant and not an inseparable part of a prenasalized stop. 

Argument (c) applies to Yokoim. Some examples of heterorganic nasal + stop clusters in 

Yokoim include manba 'crocodile,' j emdaiJ 'finger, ' and j emgas ' leg, foot, ' and his argument 

(c) that there is no distinction made between homorganic nasal + stop clusters (which are 

candidates for being prenasalized stops) and heterorganic nasal + stop clusters is well taken. 

Argument (a) is debatable since [IJg] features word-initially and by our analysis, prenasalized 

stops do appear word-initially but are often denasalized (but not devoiced). Argument (b) 

does not hold in Yokoim, as stops belonging to the clusters we call prenasalized stops do 

not fluctuate between voiced and unvoiced realizations, which was one of our arguments 

for them being considered prenasalized stops in the first place. There are no stop + nasal 

+ stop clusters attested in our dat a, and so argument (d) cannot be evaluated. Foley's 

argument (e) concerns a rule which does not appear to be active in Yokoim. He gives the 

Yimas example of j pamu1Jk/ 'leg' which, when pluralized with - i#, becomes [pamgi] since 

apparently the rule reducing two nasals to one applies despite the [u] between the [m] and [IJ] 

in pamuiJk. The Yokoim cognate of pamuiJk is pamuiJ ' leg,' which we believe is underlyingly 

j pammJk/ as in Yimas since when dualized with the suffix -ri (see §5.2), the Yokoim pamuiJ 

becomes pamuiJgri ' (two)legs. ' In Yokoim, j pamu1Jkri/ does not simplify its series of nasals 

to [pamgri] as it would under the Yimas rule. This indicates that at least here the Yimas 

rule does not apply to Yokoim. Therefore, Foleys argument (c) is the only one to apply to 

Yokoim, and it does not in fact preclude our prenasalized stop analysis if heterorganic nasal 

+ stop clusters and prenasalized stops are not mutually exclusive. 

Further research will help determine what is the case with these nasal + obstruent ele

ments. In this thesis, they will be called prenasalized obstruent and considered as such with 

the caveat that there are undoubtedly also true nasal + obstruent consonant clusters, both 
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homorganic and heterorganic (see §1.10). There are good arguments supporting both sides, 

but as has hopefully been made clear, analyzing nasal + obstruent elements as prenasalized 

obstruent allows for the clearest explanation of a complex wealth of data. 

1. 7 Glides, nasals, [r rv 1] 

Yokoim possesses the two glides [w] and [j], as in the words [wi.ja] 'dog' and [ja.wi] 'vagina.' 

We have analyzed sequences like j ej ' blood' as glide-vowel-glide rather than a glide and a 

diphthong, which fits with the vowel inventory (no diphthongs) of Yokoim and other Lower 

Sepik languages. Future analysis may challenge this assessment, but for the time being, our 

analysis is that sequences like aj 'hello' and kupaj ' big' end in glides, not diphthongs. 

The nasals / m/, / n /, and / TJ / can all appear word-medially independent of any stop 

after them (ex. am a ibona wala asaiJalaiJa 'I dont want it ' ). / m/ can appear word-initially 

on its own ( malaj 'water,' manba 'crocodile' ), but / n/ and / TJ / never appear on their own 

word-initially. That Yokoim should have /TJ / but restrict it to non-word-initial positions is 

not unusual, as 87 out of 234 languages with / TJ / ("' 37%) analyzed in WALS restricted / TJ/ 

to word-medial and -final positions (Anderson 2013). However, the WALS quantification 

of #/TJ / may treat #/ug / as a word-initial / TJ / rather than a word-initial prenasalized 

stop, so typological analysis of #/TJ / is affected by the analysis of word-initial nasal + 

stop clusters. All three nasals can appear word-finally, although whether or not word-final 

nasals are underlyingly nasals or prenasalized stops will need to be determined since we 

hypothesize that word-final prenasalized stops simplify to nasals. Although we include [Jl] 

in the phoneme inventory, is almost certainly / n / + jj/ with / n / assimilating the palatal 

place of articulation (ex. * jwanja/ > [waJla] 'knife' ). There are no other palatal phonemes 

attested in Yokoim, and it is unlikely that there would be one palatal nasal with no other 

accompanying palatal phonemes. / n/ and /j/ are attested in Yokoim, and so we think it 
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probable that [Jl] is / nj / . 

In Foley's Yimas data, we see cognate Yimas words with #[j] instead of #[n] (ex. 

Yokoim jakwan vs. Yimas nakwan 'chicken,' imbijen vs. numbran 'pig,' ja:ggun vs. na:ggun 

'mosquito'). In addition to Yimas, Angoram and Murik also have #[n] while only Yimas 

and Chambri have #[j], so Foley's reconstruction of a Proto-Lower-Sepik *#/n/ with* / n/ 

> hi I# in Yimas and Chamrbi is logical. 

Foley finds [r] but not [l] in Yokoim, whereas in our data there is a clear allophony 

between the two. The allophony is more pronounced in some words, especially ali:g ,...., ari:g 

'tomorrow, yesterday' and kribaj,...., klibaj ' two, ' than in other words where the [l] allomorph 

seems st able. For example, the [l] in malo 'male loin cloth' and ula:g 'coconut' is never 

exchanged for [r], but this may be an artifact of our corpus rather than an indicator of an 

actual phenomenon. 

1.8 Vowels 

We will leave the fine-tuned distinctions and analyses of Yokoim vowels to someone more 

specialized in phonology than we are, and instead will give an analysis-light sketch of the 

vowel inventory. 

The Yokoim vowel inventory at the surface-representation level possesses [i, e, a , o, u], 

and a high/ mid central vowel [i] . Although this is a very common vowel inventory (Harrison, 

pers. comm. 2014) , Foley argues that Yokoim underlyingly has only the four vowels / i, i, 

u, a/. Determining which vowels are surface or underlying representations is beyond the 

scope of this thesis, but some arguments will be put forward discussing the status of certain 

vowels. 

In our corpus, [i] and [i] are never contrastive and they appear in complementary envi-
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ronments: [i] appears in unstressed positions and as the nucleus in closed syllables even if 

they are stressed (ex. [im. 'bi.ma] 'pig,' [si .'ma.li] 'day,' [wa.'kin] 'snake' ), which are com

plementary environments to [i]. These arguments suggest that either [i] is a phonemically 

conditioned realization of / i/ and not a phoneme of its own, or [i] is of / i/, contrary to 

Foleys analysis that both /i/ and /i/ are phonemes. For this reason (and especially since 

[i] and [i] are not contrastive), when transcribing Yokoim in this thesis outside of this vowel 

phonology section we will not distinguish between <i> and <i> but will use <i>. 

In the variant forms akunme "' akunma 'woman,' kupen"' kupan ' big, elder,' and wija 

mben rv wija mban 'one dog, ' [a] and [e] are allophones. Like [r rv l], there are some words 

which consistently have [a] or [e]; kaj 'canoe' never varies in the corpus, and neither does 

je-IJa 3SG.A-1SG.O. We have no minimal pairs contrasting [a] and [e], and they appear in 

free variation with each other in words like akunme rv akunma, indicating that [a] and [e] 

are allophones. [e] is not an allophone of [i rv i] but is contrastive with them, as shown by 

the minimal pair jepen 'thank you' and jipin 'nose.' 

More work will need to be done to determine what [o] is, but it seems that it might 

be a phonemically conditioned realization of [a] . In amenoka rv amenogwa 'my' (see §4.1 

and §5.1.5) which we have analyzed as /ama-na-kwa/ 1SG-POSS-V, [no] POSS is underlyingly 

jna/ POSS. 

That analysis that [e] and [o] are not underlying phonemes but are realizations of /a/ 

fits with Foley's assessment that Yimas and Yokoim have a four-vowel system including /a/ 

but which lacks /e/ and /o/. This vowel system contrasts with those of Angoram, Chambri, 

and Murik, which do possess /e/ and / o/. We would dispute Foleys inclusion of both /i/ 

and /i/ as a phonemes due to arguments made previously, but we will leave it to further 

analysis of the Yokoim vowel space to determine which vowels are underlying and which are 
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surface representations. 

1.9 Syllable structure 

Yokoim has the (surface) syllable structure (e)(e)V(e). Some syllable examples are: 

(3) a. [aliiJ] 'tomorrow, yesterday' V.eve 
b. [wi] 'night' ev 
c. [aj] 'hello' ve 
d. [jam] 'house' eve 
e. [g luiJ] 'eye' eeve 

The one token of a word consisting of only a V syllable is o 'or,' but this is actually a Tok 

Pisin word which was used by the speaker. Foley posits that the minimal word requirement 

for Yimas is a V syllable and states that the verb stem i- 'say' is an example of this. This is 

questionable, since Yimas, like Yokoim, is highly agglutinative, and the verb stem the way 

he presents it is a bound morpheme and so not a word. 

1.10 Consonant clusters 

Here we use the definition of 'consonant cluster' which allows for the term to refer to 

heterosyllabic as well as tautosyllabic consonant clusters. As debated in §1.2 and 1.4-1.5, 

homorganic nasal + stop elements can, especially word-medially, be analyzed as consonant 

clusters rather than as single elements. There are also heterorganic nasal + stop consonant 

clusters, the clusters [(m)bl"' (m)br] and [(IJ)gl"' (IJ)gr], and nasal-nasal clusters. Yokoim 

has no geminate consonant clusters. In addition to discussing these types of consonant 

clusters, we will also debate here whether or not Yokoim has word-final consonant clusters 

(complex codas word-finally). 
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We have already discussed prenasalized obstruents /homorganic nasal+ obstruent clus-

ters extensively, but looking at the issue through the lens of syllabification offers interesting 

insight into one of the key difficulties with the prenasalized obstruent analysis, namely that 

the nasal falls into a different syllable than the obstruent word-internally. Feinstein states 

that tautosyllabicity is one of the touchstone tests to determine that a nasal + obstru-

ent cluster is a prenasalized obstruent, but he also states that some treat the clusters as 

"ambivalent," as Foley does (Feinstein 1979; Foley 1991). Riehl states that if the nasal 

and the obstruent are 'separable,' i.e. can appear independent of each other, and they are 

heterosyllabic, then they are nasal + obstruent clusters, not prenasalized obstruents (Riehl 

2008). 

We see consistently that if there is a nasal + obstruent sequence word-medially, it will 

be broken across the syllable boundary. For example, with the word kougo 'stairs,' there 

are three options for syllabification (4). 

(4) kougo 'stairs' 

a. [ko!J.go] 

b. * [ko.!Jgo] 

c. * [kol;)g.o] 

Option (4a), breaking [!Jg] across the syllable boundary, is what we observe in Yokoim. 

One analysis to explain the breaking of [!Jg] over the syllable boundary is that there is a 

complex onset and coda constraint. We have already stated that there are no complex codas. 

Word-initial complex onsets containing homorganic nasal+ stop clusters denasalize/simplify 

to the stop, and word-final complex codas containing homorganic nasal + stop clusters lose 

the stop. These all indicate measures to simplify complex onsets and codas, and explain 

why word-medially homorganic nasal + stop clusters are broken across syllable boundaries 
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rather than kept together in a syllables onset or coda. This is an example of how homorganic 

nasal + stop elements are better analyzed as consonant clusters than as a unary segment. 

Heterorganic nasal + stop clusters only occur across syllable boundaries and never act 

as a unit , and as such are not candidates for being prenasalized stops. Some examples are 

jemgas [jem.gas] 'leg, foot ,' jemdaiJ [jem.da!J] 'finger,' manba [man.ba] 'crocodile,' and anam 

[an.gam] 'black body paint.' Interestingly, only [m] and [n] but never [IJ] occur adjacent to 

heterorganic stops, the reason for which is unclear. Like [d] and [c5], the clusters [bl ""' br] 

and [g l""' gr] almost exclusively follow a homorganic nasal (ex. imblum ' leaf,' jaiJgri 'arm, 

hand '). The only example of one of these clusters not being preceded by a nasal is in 

juwana am a ajglabat 'I cut the tree.' Since the homorganic nasal occurs on the other side 

of a syllable boundary ([im.blum], [ja!J.gri]) , we run into the argument again of whether 

or not these clusters [mbl ""' mbr] and [!Jgl ""' !Jgr] involve prenasalized stops or not. On 

the one hand, the nasal is on the other side of a syllable boundary, so the nasal and stop 

are separate elements. On the other hand, treating [mb] and [!Jg] as a unit explains why 

[blrv br] and [g lrv gr] are almost always preceded by a nasal, an unusual distribution: they 

are actually /mblrv mbr/ and /!Jgl ""' !Jgr/. As with [nd], [mb] and [IJ9], we find that [mbl 

""' mbr] and [!J9l ""' IJ9r] place the nasal on the other side of the syllable boundary: 

(5) amblija 'firewood' 

a. [am.bli.ja] VC.CCV.CV 

b. * [amb.li.ja] VC.CV.CV 

c. * [a.mbli.ja] V.CCV.CV 

That we do not get (5b) *[amb.li.ja] VCC.CV.CV is interesting, and shows again the 

constraint against complex codas. [bl] in the onset is problematic for our 'constraint against 

complex onsets/codas' theory, but typologically it is sensble that if there must be either a 

complex onset or a complex coda, the complex onset would be preferred. 
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We also observe nasal-nasal clusters across syllable/morpheme boundaries (ex. akunma 

'woman' ( -ma is the Class II noun class marker, as will be discussed in §5.1.2), and konmej 

'Konmei (village)'). Although Foley notes that there is a rule in Yimas reducing two adjacent 

nasals to one (see §1.5), we noted that this rule does not appear to apply in Yokoim, and 

here we show that it does not apply across morphological or syllabic boundaries. 

Foley mentions that in Yimas word-final complex codas consisting of a stop and homor

ganic nasal are allowed, and sites the Yimas word wasaku 'small, ' cognate to the Yokoim 

wasaki:n 'young. ' We argue that Yokoim breaks up complex codas with the epenthesis of [i:], 

and so we do not see complex codas in surface representations, as in (6). 

(6) /wakn/ 'snake ' CVCC > [waki:n] CV.CVC 

Also, Foley states that the nasal in /waklJ/ 'small ' is syllabic (/wakv/), which is confusing 

because if it is syllabic, then it is not part of a complex coda but is a syllable of its own, 

disproving his point. 

1.11 Vowel clusters 

Yokoim allows vowel hiatus: a common one is [ia], as in kiawi 'daughter' and kriama 'three.' 

We do not analyze Yokoim as having diphthongs, but acknowledge that [aj] and [ej] may be 

analyzed as such. [aw] and [ij] occur, but always with the two elements on either side of a 

syllable boundary, showing they are not diphthongs. 

2 Yokoim Counting System 

The Yokoim counting system is base-5 according to the data we have. The words of the 

counting system vary between speakers, but the mathematical relationship between the 
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numbers remains constant. Values one, two, three, four, and five are monomorphemic, 

while values six, seven, eight , and nine consist of a yet-undefined word mongol and the 

morphemes for values one, two, three, and four , respectively. This indicates a mathematical 

relationship in which mongol -X indicates the addition operation 5 + X. 'Ten' can be either 

mongol-5, i. e. 5+5; 5-2, indicating the multiplicative operation 5 x 2; or 5-bunija, the order 

perhaps also indicating the operation 5 x 2. It is interesting to note that that mongol 

appears to be used instead of suam 'five' or javgrin nd.)imbri 'five' when 5 is not a factor of 

the number. Mongol is not attested in the rest of our data. 

The word javgri, part of the words for five, ten, and twenty, means 'hand ' or 'arm,' 

indicating that underlying the Yokoim base-5 counting system is a body-counting system 

centered on the five digits of the hand. javgri can be analyzed as exhibiting the -ri DL 

suffix (see §5.2), parallel with pamuvgri 'legs, ' and the -ri at the end of dsimbri can also be 

analyzed as such. In NNs (§5.3.3) , we describe how the suffix -n GEN attaches to the end 

of the non-head N in an NN structure, as it does here to javgri (7). In this case, we can 

analyze javgrin nd.)imbri 'five ' as two polymorphemic words as shown in (7). The meaning 

of nd.)imbri is unknown, and its word-initial /nQ)/ is the only example in our corpus. 

(7) jarJgrin nd.)imbri 

jalJg- ri- n nQ)imb- ri 
hand- DL- GEN ?- DL 

'five, twenty' 
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Ben Koni, Augus Kaien, 
Felix Andi Nick Waikay Gloss Analysis 
mba!J mba!J one 1 
klipaj klipaj two 2 
samin kriama three 3 
suam samin four 4 
jaiJgrin ncgimbri suam five 5 
mongol mba!J mongol mba!J six mongol-1 
mongol klibaj mongol klibaj seven mongol-2 
mongol samin mongol kliama eight mongol-3 
mongol suam mongol samin nine mongol-4 
ja!Jgrin ncgimbri klibaj mongol suam ten 5-2; mongol-5 

suam bunija ten 5-bunija 
ja!Jgrin ncgimbri abulum twenty 5; abulum 

Table 7: Yokoim Counting System 

3 Yokoim P ronouns 

Yokoim pronouns encode three persons - Pt, 2nd, and 3rd person, marked 1, 2, and 3, 

respectively - and singular and plural number (sG and PL, respectively) for the data we 

have. No dual pronouns were asked for during elicitation, and as we show in §5.2, Yokoim 

does have a dual ( -ri DL) , leaving open the possibility of Yokoim dual pronouns). In this 

thesis, we will examine sentences with agents and objects (transitive verbs), as opposed to 

subjects (intransitive verbs) , since in our corpus the data concerning intransitive verbs are 

too few to analyze. 

Pronouns can appear as free or bound morphemes. Their bound forms have different 

allomorphs depending on the grammatical function of the pronoun, as we will describe. One 

of the key ways pronouns are used in Yokoim is to mark verbal agreement. Yokoim is an 

agglutinative language, and verbs bear much of the information in a sentence. Whether or 

not the actor and object (A and o, respectively) are explicitly stated in the sentence, verbs 

agree with them both using the allomorph of the pronoun appropriate for the grammatical 
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function of its referent . Nothing comes between the pronominal agreement morphemes and 

the verb, indicating that they are most likely prefixes, but determining that they are not 

clit ics will have to be the subject of another paper. In the Yokoim talking dictionary we 

created during preliminary research, we usually separated the A and o agreement morphemes 

as if there were a word boundary between them and the verb , but this was to make the 

morphemes clear and allow for easier corpus searching. In this thesis, t hey will be treated 

as prefixes. 

The elicited sentences we will analyze here contain agents, direct objects, and indirect 

objects. T he gloss of the English sentences used for elicitation did not specify you 2PL 

vs. you 2SG, so 2SG was presumed (and also because 2SG made semantic sense). Analysis 

of these sentences indicated that free pronouns typically occur in imperatives and when 

the referent (usually the agent in t hese sentences) is not explicitly stated. In the latter 

case, t he free pronoun is not always present, indicating that use of free pronouns may be for 

emphasis and not grammatical necessity. The direct and indirect objects share a pronominal 

morpheme. T he A and o pronominal morphemes are always adjacent to each other and at 

first we analyzed them as one portmanteau morpheme (as shown in Table 8), but later we 

were able to tentatively separate out t he morphemes, t he result of which is shown in Table 9. 

Agent (free pronoun in parenthesis) 
lSG 2SG 3SG lPL 3PL 

(ama) (mi) (bu) 
4-0 lSG milJa jelJa jimbulJa '-' (]) 

2SG kamban jim ban . ....., 
..0 
0 3SG jaka jinQ)a jimbu 

lPL minQ)a jimbuja 
3PL pun/ puka PUIJ punQ)a 

Table 8: Agent + Object pronouns 

It is not the order of the morphemes but their form which indicates the morpheme's 
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Agent Object Free 
lSG -ka(n)- -IJ a am a 
2SG mi(n)- -ban mi 
3SG je rv ja(n)- ja/ji(n)-
lPL -Q)a ? 
3PL jimbu- pu(n)- bu 

Table 9: Pronoun Morphemes 

grammatical function , either A oro. However, there is a consistent ordering to the pronom-

inal affixes. 1st person, whether A or o, comes closest to the verb stem in all cases except 

for kamban 1SG.A-2SG.O and jimban 1PL.A-2SG.O, where 2nd person comes closest to the 

verb stem. Foley notes that Yimas also has this suppletive kamban 1SG. A-2SG.O form, 

demonstrating the grammatical closeness of the two languages. Some sentences analyzed 

using the morphemes in Table 9 are shown in (8) , demonstrating the order and form of the 

morphemes according to their grammatical function. 

(8) a. kambanmegabugan 

kam- ban- megabugan 
l.SG.A- 2SG.O- know 

'I know you' 

b. miiJamegabugan 

mi- IJ- megabugan 
2.SG.A- lSG.O- know 

'You know me' 

c. jakamegabugan 

ja- ka- megabugan 
3.SG.O- lSG.A- know 

'I know him' 

d. j eiJamegabugan 

je- IJa- megabugan 
3 .SG.A- lSG.O- know 

'He knows me' 
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e. punc};amegabugan 

pun- <ta- megabugan 
3.PLOA- lPL.A- know 

'We know them' 

f. jimbuiJamegabugan 

jimbu- !Ja- megabugan 
3.PL.A- lsc.o- know 

'They know me' 

4 Possessive Adjectives, Adjectives, and Numerals 

As we will show in this section, (non-possessive) adjectives and numerals are treated the 

same morphologically whereas possessive adjectives are treated in a distinct manner. All 

three adjectival types agree with the noun they modify in noun class, but while adjectives 

and numerals share the same noun class agreement paradigm, possessive pronouns have their 

own paradigm which is sometimes syncretic with that of adjectives/numerals but often not. 

The syncretism of the two noun class agreement paradigms will be explored more throughout 

§5. 

4.1 Possessive Adjectives 

We can see in Table 10 that possessive adjectives clearly fall into patterns according to their 

ending. 

Given that we know that ama is the lsc morpheme and that ama "' ame appears as 

the first morpheme of the lsc possessive adjective, it is reasonable to analyze the first 

morpheme of the possessive adjective as ama l sc . ama is followed consistently by na"' no 

"' ne and then a variable morpheme: -n, -k, -ki, -nma, etc. The one semantic link between 

all the forms of this adjective, besides being l sc , is that they are possessive, and so it is 
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Yokoim (N + PA) Gloss Yokoim (N + PA) Gloss 
kaj amenaki 'my canoe' wambil]gi amenal]gi 'my feathers' 
kumbi amenaki 'my family' 
awi amenaki 'my fire ' jam amenagwa 'my house' 
1:fibi amenaki 'my sago pancake' waJla amenoka 'my knife ' 
jimbi Jlimbit amenaki 'my sago pulp basket ' simasim amenogwa 'my sago palm' 
wi amenaki 'my name' imulJga amenogwa 'my village' 

jip amenogwa 'my coconut palm' 
wulalJ amenakin 'my coconut' 
jelabagin amenakin 'my ear ' wija amenen 'my dog' 
imbijen amenakin 'my pig' glulJ amenen 'my eye' 

melJ amenen 'my husband' 
kiawi amenenma 'my daughter' kupen amenen 'my elder brother' 
manbaima amenenma 'my female crocodile' wasan amenen 'my son' 

Table 10: Noun + Possessive Adjective 

logical that -na- be a possessive morpheme POSS. The morpheme -na- POSS is also observed 

in Yimas. 

That nouns can be grouped according to the final morpheme of the possessive adjective 

agreeing with them indicates that Yokoim has a noun class system and that these final 

morphemes are noun class agreement markers. The noun is not marked with the morpheme 

which marks the adjective and which we analyze as a class marker, but possessive adjectives 

agreeing with nouns ending in -i or -j share the -ki ending, indicating some degree of 

morphophonological noun class sorting. 

4 .2 N umerals 

As with possessive adjectives, nouns can also be grouped by the way numerals agree with 

the noun, as shown in Table 11. 

Given that mbalJ means 'one' and each adjectival form of 'one' begins with mba rv mbo 

,...., mbe, we can analyze the first morpheme of these numerals as 'one.' This leaves a variable 
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Noun 'One'+ Noun Gloss 
alil]gim mbam alil]gim 'one arrow' 

imbijen mban imbijen 'one pig' 
mban iba 'one iba' 

wija wija mben 'one dog' 
japakin mban japakin 'one whiteman' 
manba manba mban 'one crocodile' 
sakuri sakuri mban 'one sakuri catfish' 

mban jam 'one man' 

IJgurulJ 1Jglu1J mbalJ 'one eye' 
suluk suluk mbalJ 'one song' 
sizin sizin mbalJ 'one tooth' 

mbalJ 'one [tear]' 
wulalJ mbalJ wulalJ 'one coconut' 

akunma akunma mbenma 'one woman' 
kiawi kiawi mbanma 'one daughter ' 
manbajma mbanma manbajma 'one female crocodile' 

imalija imalija mbaman 'one river ' 
jam mbaman jam 'one house' 
jup mbaman jip 'one coconut tree' 

kaj kaj mbej 'one canoe' 
kaj mbej kaj 'one canoe' 

mbej 'one [tear]' 

jimbi jimbi ]1imbit 'one sago pulp basket' 

Table 11: 'One' +Noun 
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morpheme on the end, as with possessive adjectives. We therefore analyze this variable 

suffix as a noun class agreement marker. More data will be needed to determine whether or 

not numerals other than 'one' agree with noun class in this way. 

4.3 Adjectives 

We find that (non-possessive) adjectives always use the same noun class agreement mor-

phemes as numerals but sometimes different ones from possessive adjectives. For example, 

kaj 'canoe' belongs to Class III (which will be discussed under §5.1.3) , which has the pos-

sessive adjectival marker -ki and the numeral/ adjectival marker -i / -j. As we can see in 

(9) , adjectives take -i / -j and not -ki. 

(9) a. amenaki kaj 

ama-na- ki kaj 
lSG- POSS- III canoe.III 

'my canoe' 

b. mbej kaj 

mbe- j kaj 
one- III canoe.rrr 

'one canoe' 

c. kaj kubaj 

kaj kuba- j 
canoe.III big- III 

'big canoe' 

4.4 Summary of Adjectives, Possessives, and Numerals 

Although possessive adjectives and numerals can share noun class agreement morphemes, as 

they do in kiawi mbanma amenenma 'my one daughter,' they do not necessarily share noun 

class agreement morphemes, as we can see in the example kaj mbej amenakin 'my one canoe.' 
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On the other hand, numerals and (non-possessive) adjectives consistently possess the same 

noun class agreement markers. This suggests that numerals and adjectives belong to one 

noun class agreement paradigm while possessives belong to another. These two paradigms 

sometimes exhibit syncretism in that one morpheme will suffice for both possessive and 

numeral/adjectival noun class agreement , as we see with the nma suffix in kiawi mbanma 

amenenma 'my one daughter. ' 

Foley notes that in Yimas, there are separate noun class agreement morphemes for 

possessives and adjectives, which matches our Yokoim analysis. Fig.2 illustrates how nouns 

share possessive and numeral/ adjectival forms and how these nouns fall into groups (classes). 

Nouns within blue circles share a variation of the possessive adjective, nouns within green 

circles share t he same numeral form, and nouns in t he overlapping region between blue and 

green circles are nouns which belong to both green and blue sets. These groupings and 

overlappings allow us to analyze how nouns fall into classes and how the possessive and 

adjectival/numeral agreement morphemes compare. 

Analyzing these possessives as ama-na-X lSG-POSS-CLASS and these numerals as mba-X 

one-CLASS allows us to use possessive/ adjectival agreement with noun class as an indicator 

of which noun class a noun belongs to even if the noun itself is not marked for class. For most 

of our dat a, the only noun phrases we have are 'one N' or 'my N,' and so we analyzed these 

phrases in order to groups of nouns into noun classes and to determine how possessives 

and adjectives agree with that noun class . Therefore, by using possessive and adjectival 

morphology, we can begin to analyze Yokoim noun class morphology, as we do in§ 5. 
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amenaki 
awi 'fire' !fibi 

'sago pancake' 
kumbi 'family' 

jimbi pimbit 
'sago pulp basket' 

wi 'name' 

amenakin 
jelabagin 'ear' 

iba '[]' 

manba 
'crocodile' 

japakin 
'white man' 

imbijen 
'pig' 

jam 'man' 

sakuri 
'sakuri catfish' 

mbanma 

[]'mother' 

jelma 'wife' 

wulalJ 
'coconut' 

wija 
'dog' 

kiawi 

l)glUIJ 
'eye' 

wasan 'son' 

mel) 'husband' 
kupen 

'elder brother' 

kupen 
'elder brother' 

amenenma 
manbajma 

'daughter' 

akunma 'woman' 

amen am 

alil)gim 
'arrow' 

mbam 

amenogwa 
simasim 

'sago palm' 

imUI)ga 'village' 

waJla 'knife' 

jam 'house' 

jip 
'coconut palm' 

imalija 'river' 

Figure 2: Overlapping sets of nouns grouped by numeral and possessive agreement 
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5 Nominal Morphology 

Yokoim nouns in our corpus are exclusively suffixing, as Yimas nouns are (Foley 1991). 

Nouns are marked for class and number, and can be marked with an n suffix which in 

Yimas Foley terms the 'oblique case.' This n suffix will be discussed in §5.3.3. Adjectives 

(including numerals) and possessives agree with nouns in noun class using distinct but 

occasionally syncretic noun class agreement paradigms. The noun class agreement suffixes 

incorporate not only noun class information but also number , as they do in Yimas and other 

Lower Sepik languages. §5.1 through §5.3.3 will discuss noun class (including possessive 

and numeral/adjective noun class agreement) , plurality, NPs containing possessives and 

numerals/adjectives, and Noun-Noun phrases/compounds (NNs). 

5.1 Noun Class 

As with the Lower Sepik languages of Yimas, Angoram, and Chambri (but not Murik), 

Yokoim nouns are sorted into noun classes (Foley 1986). These noun classes can be defined 

semantically and/or marked phonologically or morphologically, but often the only indicator 

of a noun's class is the noun class agreement marker on possessives or adjectives agreeing 

with it. 

5.1.1 Class I 

Biologically masculine and gender-unspecified humans and animals are sorted into Class 

I, the 'animate' class. There is no regular phonological/ morphological marker evident on 

the nouns themselves in either the singular or the plural, and so semantics and adjecti

val/possessive agreement patterns are the sole unifying characteristics of the nouns of Class 

I. Some Class I nouns are shown in Table 12. 
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Singular Plural Gloss 
jerimasinat 'man' 
jam 'man' 

mas 'men' 
panmari pambijes 'man' 
imbijen imbijes 'pig' 
manba man bas 'crocodile' 
saiJgin 'boy' 
wapuk 'boy' 
was akin 'boy' 
wasabo 'son' 
awaj 'uncle' 
anaj 'father' 
mas in 'brother ' 
meiJ 'husband ' 

kumbi 'children' 

Table 12: Class I Nouns 

In the absence of a consistent marking for noun class on the nouns themselves, adjectival 

and possessive agreement is essential for determining to which noun class a noun belongs. 

All the nouns in our corpus placed in Class I share amenen ( ama-na-n 1SG-POSS-I) as the 

form of the 1SG possessive pronoun, as shown in (10). 

(10) a. wzJa amenen 

wija ama- na- n 
dog.! 1SG- POSS- I 

'my dog' 

b. wasan amenen 

wasan ama- na- n 
son.! 1SG- POSS- I 

'my son' 

c. mel] amenen 

meiJ ama-na- n 
husband.! 1SG- POSS- I 

'my husband ' 
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Therefore, we can conclude that the possessive agreement morpheme for Class I is -n I. 

-n is also the agreement morpheme for adjectives, as shown in (11). 

(11) a. wija mban 

wija mba- n 
dog.r one-

'one dog' 

b. kuban manba 

kuba- n manba 
big- I crocodile.! 

'big crocodile' 

c. kuban imbijen 

kuba- n imbijen 
big- I pig.I 

'big pig' 

Whereas in Yokoim both the adjectival suffix and the possessive suffix for Class I is -n, 

in the corresponding noun class in Yimas the adjectival suffix is -n but the possessive suffix 

is -kin. This possessive morpheme yields the Yimas form shown in (12). Comparing the 

Yokoim possessive forms in (10) to the Yimas in (12), we can see that there are differences 

in Yimas and Yokoim morphology despite the extensive similarity of their grammars. 

(12) apwi amenakin 

apwi ama- na- kin 
father.I ISG- POSS- I 

'my father ' 

5 .1.2 C lass II 

One of the best-defined categories, both semantically and morphologically, is the femi-

nine class, Class II. This includes biologically female humans and animals. Class II nouns 
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are typically marked by the suffix -ma, one of the rare instances in which noun class is 

morphophonologically marked. Some examples of Class II nouns can be seen compared to 

Class I nouns in Table 13. 

Class II 
jelma 
'wife' 

jelmasinma 
'woman' 

akunma 
'woman, lady' 

imbima 
'sow, female pig' 

manbajma 
'female crocodile' 

sa~;19inma 

'girl' 

mamijalJ 
'sist er ' 

kiawi 
'daughter' 

asaj 
'mother ' 

agaj 
'grandmother' 

aruk 
'grandmother' 

Masculine (Class I) 

jerimasinat 
'man' 

imbijen 
'pig' 

manba 
'crocodile' 

sal] gin 
'boy ' 

mas in 
'brother' 

anaj 
'father' 

agaj 
'grandfather' 

Table 13: Comparison of Class II and Class I Nouns 

The Class II adjectival and possessive agreement suffixes are both -nma, as we see in 

the phrase kiawi mbanma amenenma 'my one daughter. ' The Class II adjectival/ possessive 
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agreement suffix -nma could be analyzed as -n-ma, a composite of the -n Class I adjecti-

val/possessive suffix and the -ma Class II marker which affixes onto the noun. This would 

lead us to reanalyze Class I as an 'animate class,' not restricted to masculine and gender-

unspecified humans and animals only, and -ma as a feminine gender marker. The difficulty 

with this analysis is that it forces us to choose between classifying either -n or -ma as a noun 

class marker, while the other would be an 'animate marker' or 'feminine gender marker,' re-

spectively. We could also analyze the -nma adjectival/possessive suffix as belonging equally 

to Class I -n and Class II -ma, or as monomorphemic and belonging only to Class II. Here, 

we treat the adjectival/possessive suffix as monomorphemic. 

Biologically feminine kinship terms like asaj 'mother, ' kiawi 'daughter ,' or agai 'grand-

mother' can be Class II without taking the -ma II nominal suffix, as shown in (13). Adjectives 

and possessives agreeing with kiawi and asaj take the -nma n agreement suffix, indicating 

that the nouns are members of Class II despite their aberrant morphology. 

(13) a. kiawi amenenma 

kiawi ama- na- nma 
daughter.II ISG- POSS- II 

'my daughter ' 

b. kiawi mbanma 

kiawi mba- nma 
daughter.II one- II 

'one daughter' 

c. asaj amenenma 

asaj ama- na- nma 
mother.II ISG- POSS- II 

'my mother' 

The examples in (13) demonstrate that for the feminine class, although most members 
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are marked phonologically / morphologically by the -ma suffix, semantics alone (i.e. biological 

gender) is enough to assign a noun membership to this class and trigger noun class agreement 

on adjectives. This feminine Class II corresponds to the Yimas Class II defined by Foley 

(Foley 1991) , but possesses some significant differences from the Yimas class . Yokoim Class 

II consists of female humans and animals, while Yimas Class II consists only of female 

humans; nouns in Yokoim are marked by -ma II, whereas nouns in the Yimas Class II are 

marked by -mav rr; and likewise, adjectives and possessives agreeing with a Yokoim Class II 

noun end in the suffix -nma II, while the corresponding adjectives in Yimas take the suffix 

-nmav II. 

5.1.3 Class III 

Nouns in Class III tend to end in -i in the singular, but not all nouns that end in -i are 

sorted into this class and not all nouns sorted into this class end in -i. One example of a 

Class III noun which does not end in -i is kaj 'canoe,' and a non-Class III noun which does 

in -i is kiawi 'daughter.' Some Class III nouns are shown in Table 14. 

Yokoim 
awi 
ifibi 
kumbi 
jimbi Jlimbit 
Wl 

Gloss 
'fire ' 
'sago pancake' 
'family ' 
'sago pulp basket' 
'name' 

Table 14: Class III Nouns 

In possessive phrases, possessives agreeing with the nouns mentioned above all take the 

possessive Class III suffix -ki III, as seen in (14). 
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(14) a . awi amenaki 

awi ama- na- ki 
fire.III ISG- POSS- III 

'my fire' 

b. kumbi amenaki 

kumbi ama- na- ki 
family.III 1SG- POSS- III 

'my family' 

c. kaj amenaki 

kaj ama- na- ki 
canoe.m ISG- POSS- III 

'my canoe' 

In this class, unlike in Classes I and II, there is a divergence between possessive and 

adjectival class agreement suffixes. W hile the possessive Class III agreement suffix is -ki III, 

the adjectival ending appears to be -i or -ej, as in (15). 

(15) mbej kaj 

mba- ej kaj 
one- III canoe.III 

'one canoe' 

We only have evidence for how kaj 'canoe' is agreed with both adjectivally and pos-

sessively. For the rest of our data, we only know the possessive agreement. More data is 

needed to confirm the adjectival agreement pattern for Class III. 

5. 1.4 C lass IV 

In Class IV, both the adjectival and possessive noun class agreement suffix is -m IV as shown 

in (16). 
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(16) a . alii]gim amenam 

alil]gim ama- na- m 
arrow.IV 1SG- POSS- TV 

'my arrow' 

b. alii]gim mbam 

alil]gim mba- m 
arrow.rv one- IV 

'one arrow' 

It may be circumstantial that the one noun we have attested for this class , alii]gim 

'arrow,' ends in -m and that the adjectival possessive agreement suffix is -m, since other 

nouns ending in -m such as jam 'house' and simasim 'sago palm' do not fall into this class. 

5 .1.5 C lass V 

The possessive class agreement marker for Class V is -gwa or -kwa v, while the adjectival 

suffix is -man v, as in (17). 

(17) a. imuiJga amenogwa 

imulJga ama-na- kwa 
village.v 1sc- POSS- v 

'my village' 

b. Jam amenogwa 

jam ama-na- kwa 
house.v 1sc- POSS- V 

'my house' 

c. jam mbaman 

jam mba- man 
house. v one- v 

'one house' 

Some nouns which belong to this class are shown in Table 15. 
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Yokoim 
simasim 
waJla 
jip 
imalija 
jam 
imuiJQa 

Gloss 
'sago palm' 
'kinfe' 
'coconut palm' 
'river ' 
'house' 
'village' 

Table 15: Class V Nouns 

5.1.6 Class V I 

The adjectival and possessive class agreement suffix of Class VI is --!] VI (/-IJg / , see §5 .2) , 

as shown in (18). It appears t hat this class might be phonologically marked; nouns in this 

class tend to end in --!] or -k, both velar. 

(18) a. sizin mba-!] 

Sl Zlll mba- IJ 
toot h. VI one- VI 

'one tooth' 

b. suluk mba-!] 

suluk mba- IJ 
song.VI one- VI 

'one song' 

c. suluk amena-!J 

suluk ama- na- IJ 
song.VI 1sc - POSS- VI 

'my song' 

d. wulan mban 

wulaiJ mba- IJ 
coconut.VI one- VI 

'one coconut ' 
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e. ugluiJ mbaiJ 

1Jglu1J mba- lJ 
eye.VI one- VI 

'one eye' 

As will be discussed under Class VII (§5.1.7), while possessives agreeing IJgluiJ and wulaiJ 

take the -IJ VI suffix, adjectives agreeing with them do not. We tentatively assign the nouns 

in Table 16 to Class VI. 

Noun 'One noun' Gloss 
1Jglu1J 1Jglu1J mbalJ 'one eye' 
suluk suluk mbalJ 'one song' 
sizin sizin mbalJ 'one tooth' 
wulalJ wulalJ mbalJ 'one coconut' 
mambajlJ *mbalJ mambajlJ 'one banana' 
wulalJ '"" wurulJ *wurulJ mbalJ 'one coconut fruit' 
kanapalJ *kanapalJ mbalJ 'one head' 
anduk *anduk mbalJ 'one mouth' 
pukurulJ '"" *pikirilJ *pikirilJ mbalJ 'one neck' 
*Data from Greg Anderson and K. David Harrison's field notes 

Table 16: Class VI Nouns 

5.1. 7 Class VII 

In Class VII, possessives agreeing with the noun take the -kin VII suffix. For example, wuluiJ 

'coconut ' and jelabagin 'ear' in (19) take the -kin VII suffix. 

(19) a. wuluiJ amenakin 

wululJ ama- na- kin 
coconut.vi( r) 1SG- POSS- VII 

'my coconut' 
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b. jelabagin amenakin 

jelabagin ama- na- kin 
ear.VII lSG- POSS- VII 

'my ear' 

Despite wuluiJ 'coconut ' and I]gluiJ 'eye' sharing the same adjectival suffix -IJ VI, wuluiJ 

and IJgluiJ have different possessive case agreement suffixes: a possessive agreeing with wuluiJ 

ends in the Class VII possessive suffix -kin VII while a possessive agreeing with IJgluiJ takes 

the Class I marker -n I (20). 

(20) a. wuluiJ amenakin 

wuluiJ ama-na- kin 
coconut.vi(r) l sc- POSS- VII 

'my coconut' 

b. IJgluiJ amenen 

IJgluiJ ama- na- n 
eye.VI lSG- POSS- I 

'my eye' 

While Foley notes that speakers may switch the noun class of a noun for semantic or 

pragmatic reasons, it seems unlikely that the speakers switched the classes of wuluiJ and 

IJgluiJ on semantic grounds, given that the classes the nouns were switched between have no 

apparent semantic themes. The reason for the different adjectival class agreement will need 

further analysis. 

5.1.8 Indeterminate Classes 

For many of the nouns in our corpus, the only way we can tell that the nouns belong to the 

same noun class is how possessives and adjectives agree with the nouns, and therefore we 

can only assign nouns to classes if we have data involving them in an NP or NN phrase, and 
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that is a limited number of the nouns we have attested. As such, many nouns in our corpus 

will need more data to be fully categorized. Foley remarks that for Yimas, there are around 

ten major noun classes and numerous minor ones, some of which consist of only one noun 

(Foley 1991). Evidently, it will take more data and research into Yokoim to determine the 

full extent of the noun class system. 

5 .2 N umber 

As might be expected, number is as complicated as the Yokoim noun class system, especially 

since number and noun class interact. There is certainly a singular and plural, and we have 

evidence that Yokoim also possesses a dual. 

The two major plural paradigms for which we have data are the -s PL paradigm and the 

-i PL paradigm, shown in Table 17. 

In the -s PL paradigm, if the singular noun ends in a nasal, then that nasal is replaced 

by the -s PL ending (21). 

(21) / Xn, m, lJ / N +--+ / Xs/ N 
'x' 'plurality of xs' 

If the singular noun ends in a vowel, then the -s PL is suffixed on (22). 

(22) / XV/ N +--+ / XVs/ N 
'x ' ' plurality of xs' 

If the singular noun ends in a non-nasal consonant (in our data, [p] is the only attested 

non-nasal word-final consonant), then a vowel (either [i] or [u]) is epenthesized between the 

word-final consonant and the -s PL suffix (23). 
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-s PL 

Singular Plural Gloss Noun Class 
jakwan jakwas 'chicken' I 
imbijen imbijen 'pig' I 
manba man bas 'crocodile' I 
wija wijes 'dog' I 
1fambuna 1fambunas 'arm' 
jip jib us 'coconut tree' v 
imblum imbles 'leaf ' 
jelapakim jelapakis 'ear ' VII 

-i PL 

Singular Plural Gloss Noun Class 
ago rim agorimbri 'arm' 
jam jambi 'house' v 

kumbi 'children' I 
kambukumbi 'clouds' 

sis in sisingi 'tooth' VI 
wakin wakindi 'snake' 
jOIJ jOIJWi 'egg ' 
wambiiJ wambiiJgi 'feather' 
gluiJ gluiJgi 'eye' VI/ I 
juiJgUlUIJ juiJguluiJgi 'eye' VI/ I 
guruiJ guruiJgi 'eye' VI/ I 

Table 17: Major Plural Paradigms 
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(23) /XC[-nas] I N +------+ /XC[-nas] v s/ N 
'x' 'plurality of xs ' 

In the -i PL paradigm, the plural is formed by suffixing -i (24). As discussed in §1.2, this 

paradigm allows the proposed underlying prenasalized obstruent to be realized , explaining 

the occurrence of a homorganic obstruent. 

(24) /XC/ N +------+ /XC[a place]C[a place, obs]i/ N 
'x' 'plurality of xs' 

Although the -i PL paradigm predicts that singular nouns of its paradigm ending in -IJ 

should take the plural suffix -I]gi, it is worth noting that all the attested singular nouns 

ending in -IJ (which is the Class VI suffix) and for which we have plural data belong to the 

-i PL paradigm and therefore take the plural suffix -I]gi. It is reasonable, then, to analyze -IJ 

as the VI.SG suffix, and -I]gi as the VI.PL suffix, showing that noun class suffixes can encode 

both noun class and number. This example demonstrates the complex intersection between 

noun class, phonology /morphology, and number. In Yokoim, there is typically no consistent 

phonological link between singular nouns sharing a plural paradigm because there is no 

consistent phonological link between nouns sharing a noun class; here, however, singular 

nouns share a phonological marker because of the Class VI -IJ suffix. This Yokoim -IJ VI.SG 

/ -I]gi VI.PL paradigm is parallel to the Yimas class VI -IJ vr.sc / -I]gi VI.PL paradigm, 

illustrating again the similarity between the two languages. Since not all nouns in one 

plural paradigm belong to the same noun class, it remains to be seen to what extent noun 

class determines pluralization. 

Foley states that Class VI is the only noun class in Yokoim to distinguish a dual, unlike 

Angoram, which never distinguishes a dual, or Yimas, which does so in all the classes 

described (Foley 1986). Since Class VI (-[IJ], -/IJg/ vr) is the only class which exhibits a 
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dual under Foley's analysis, he classified -J]gri "' -l]gli as the portmanteau morpheme VI.DL. 

We reanalyze -J]gri VI.DL as -l]g-ri VI-DL. This reanalysis allows us to separate the Class VI 

marker from the dual marker and thus explain how the suffix -ri DL can appear independent 

of the Class VI marker as it does in (25c), where the dual suffix -ri appears on a possessive 

agreeing with Class I noun, and in (7), also discussed in §2, where -ri DL appears both on 

a Class VI noun and on an unidentified noun not marked with the -l]g VI suffix. 

(25) a. amenaJ]gri 

ama-na- IJ9- ri 
lSG- POSS- VI- DL 

'my two [ ]' 

b. pamulJ > pamuJ]gri 
pamuiJ pamuiJg-ri 
leg. VI leg.VI-DL 
'leg' 'two legs' 

c. klibaj imbijen J]gwarungri 

klibaj imbijen IJgwaru- IJ9- ri 
two pig.I 

'my two pigs' 

GRM-

d. jaJ]grin nQ)imbri 

VI- DL 

jaiJg- ri- n nQ)imb- ri 
hand- DL- GEN ?- DL 

'five, twenty' 

It is interesting to note that the expression 'two pigs' in 'my two pigs' (25c) is not formed 

using -ri DL suffixed onto imbijen 'pig,' but rather that it is formed using the word for 'two,' 

klibaj, and the singular imbijen with the dual suffix attached to the modifying possessive. 

Also, imbijen is a Class I noun (see §5.1.1), and Foley has stated that only Class VI dis-

tinguishes a dual. Foley also states that speakers may switch the noun class of a noun for 

semantic or pragmatic purposes, but for the speaker to switch imbijen I 'pig' from Class I 
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to Class VI seems unlikely since Class VI is phonologically, not semantically, conditioned. 

More likely is that (25c) indicates that in Yokoim, use of -ri DL is not restricted to modifying 

Class VI nouns but rather serves as a general dual marker (albeit attached to modifying 

adjectives/possessives and not to the noun itself), in contrast to Foley's observation. Fur-

ther data is needed to ascertain whether or not -ri ever appears on non-Class VI nouns 

themselves, or whether it is limited to suffixing onto a modifier. 

There are several singular/plural noun examples we have in our corpus which do not 

belong to a discernable paradigm. Given that there are few clear singular/(dual)/plural 

paradigms in Yimas, it is reasonable that there would be few clear paradigms in Yokoim. 

Some singular/plural nouns which do not fall into a paradigm are listed in Table 18. 

Singular Plural Gloss Noun Class 
jelma jelmindi 'wife' II 
jangun jangunmeri 'mosquito' 
wambi!J hawa!J wabus 'feather' 
jelabagim jelabagimz 'ear' 
akunma akum 'woman' 
kumbut kumbut 'flying fox ' 
sumbun ifumbun 'cloud' 
1;f U!JgwiQ)ilijen ~·u!JgwiQ)ilim 'mosquito' 
juwan jwaJle 'tree' 

sambis 'eye' (?) 
hamu!J 'fish' VI? 
kawinQ)it 'fish' 

Table 18: Unanalyzed Nouns 

5.3 N oun-Headed Structures: N oun Phrases and N oun-Noun Struc
tures 

Throughout §5.1, we made extensive use of noun phrases (NPs) containing adjectives 

and possessives throughout our discussion of noun class and plurality, but we have not 
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explicitly discussed these phrases. In addition to NPs with adjectives (including numerals) 

and possessives, we also discuss genitive NNs, which may be compounds or phrases, in §5.2. 

In NPs, possessive adjectives, adjectives, and numerals agree with the noun class of the 

noun, but as is discussed in §5.1, possessive adjectives have separate noun class agreement 

markers from other adjectives and numerals. For this reason, we will treat NPs containing 

adjectives/numerals separately from NPs containing possessive adjectives, calling the former 

Noun-Adjective/ Adjective-Noun phrases (NA/ ANs) and the latter possessive NPs. 

5.3.1 NA/ AN Phrases 

Adjectives agree with the noun they modify in noun class and also number, as we have 

shown in §5.2, both of which are encoded in the noun class/number agreement suffix, as in 

(26). 

(26) a. mbej kaj 

mba- j kaj 
one- III canoe.rrr 

'one canoe' 

b. kaj kubaj 

kaj kuba- j 
canoe.III big- III 

'big canoe' 

Adjectives and nouns appear to come in free order in NA/ AN phrases without any change 

in morphology, for just as we have evidenced mbej kaj, there is also kaj mbej. Adjectives' 

order before or after the noun is not affected by the number or gender /noun class of the 

noun which they modify, and nor do individual adjectives consistently appear before or after 

the noun (Table 19). It may be a matter of pragmatics, but native speaker judgment would 

be required to determine whether or not, for example, imbijen kuban ' big pig' is just as 
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grammatical as the attested kuban imbijen. 

Yokoim Phrase 
kaj wa"ifari 
kaj kubaj 
kuban imbijen 
kuban imbijes 
kupan masin 
kupan mamijalJ 
mamijalJ wasakin 
masin wasakin 

Gloss 
small canoe 
big canoe 
big pig 
big pigs 
elder brother 
elder sister 
younger sister 
younger brother 

NAjAN Order 
NA 
NA 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
NA 
NA 

Table 19: Order of Nouns and Adjective in NPs 

5.3.2 Possessive NPs 

In Yimas, the possessor-possessed order in a possessive NP is fixed (Foley 1991). In Yokoim, 

the order is, as in NA/AN phrases (§5.3.1) , apparently interchangeable without causing 

change in possessive agreement: as one consultant stated, kaj amenaki o amenaki kaj, liter-

ally 'canoe my or my canoe.' Some examples of possessive NPs are shown in (27). 

(27) a . amenaki kaj 

ama- na- ki kaj 
1SG- POSS- III canoe.III 

'my canoe' 

b. amenen m eiJ 

ama-na- n melJ 
1SG- POSS- I husband.r 

'my husband ' 

c. Jam amenagwa 

jam ama-na- kwa 
house.v 1SG- POSS- V 

'my house' 
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d. mipokwa jam 

miJl- na- kwa jam 
2SG- POSS- V house. V 

'your house' 

5 .3 .3 Genitive NN Structures 

We see evidence of genitive noun-noun structures (genitive NNs), distinct from NA/ANs or 

possessive NPs, in Yokoim, as in Table 20. 

Isolate Noun Forms Genitive NN 
a. mam.g kaj mam.ggin kaj 

prow canoe front of canoe 

b. tfamin kaj tfamin kaj 
middle canoe middle of canoe 

c. ? kaj kondugin kaj 
? canoe back of canoe 

d. akunma mzna.g akunbun mina.g 
woman paddle woman's paddle 

e. panmarij mina.g pajnbin mina.g 
man paddle man's paddle 

f. manba JO-!J manban jo.g 
crocodile egg crocodile egg 

g. manba kanaba.g manban kanaba.g 
crocodile head crocodile head 

Table 20: Genitive Noun-Noun Structures 

The NNs above are endocentric with the head N on the right. In each case, the left 

non-head N modifies t he right head N, and t he head N represents the principal meaning 

of the NN, diagnostic of a head. For example, in (20f) , manban jo.g 'crocodile egg, ' the 

meaning of the NN is a subset of the meaning of the head N jo.g 'egg.' In the NN, an -n 
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grammatical suffix (GEN) is affixed to the end of the non-head N, while the head N bears 

no affix, as in ( 28). 

(28) manbaiJ kanabaiJ 

manba- n kanabaiJ 
crocodile- GEN head.vr 

'crocodile head' 

We can tell that the -n GEN suffix is not -n r, the Class I possessive and adjective noun 

class agreement marker, since kanabaiJ is Class VI. Foley terms this -n suffix the 'oblique 

marker' (Foley 1991). The oblique marker is the only case marker in Yimas which affixed 

to the noun, and marks temporal, locative, and instrumental case. Whether or not the -n 

suffix appearing on the non-head N of these Yokoim NNs functions the same way as the 

oblique marker in Yimas will need to be determined by future examination. In Yokoim it is 

only seen marking genitive nouns, and so we analyze -n as the genitive marker. 

As can be seen in the stems of the non-head Ns in the examples in Table 21 , there are 

additional processes occurring in addition to the affixation of -n GEN. 

Isolate Noun Forms NN 
a. maraiJ kaj maraiJgin kaj 

prow canoe front of canoe 

b. akunma mznaiJ akunbun minaiJ 
woman paddle woman 's paddle 

c. panmarij minaiJ pajnbin minaiJ 
man paddle man's paddle 

Table 21: -n GEN NNs 

MariJ]gin kaj and kondugin kaj 'back of canoe' are interesting in light of what we know 
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of the Class III possessive agreement marker -ki III. It might be that the non-head N agrees 

with the head N in noun class using the possessive agreement marker and also takes the 

-n GEN suffix, resulting in the sequence noun-CLASS-GEN, in which case we may analyze 

mariiJgin kaj and kondugin kaj as shown in (29). 

(29) mariiJgin kaj < 
maraJJ-ki-n kaj 
front-TII-GEN canoe.ITI 
'prow of canoe' 

kondugin kaj < 
kondu-ki-n kaj 
back-III-GEN canoe.III 
'back of canoe' 

mariiJ kaj 

front canoe 

? kaj 

back canoe 

Other genitive NNs might show evidence of the non-head N agreeing with the head N in 

noun class using the possessive noun class agreement morpheme. For example, if manban in 

manban kanabaiJ 'crocodile head' agreed with kanabaiJ 'head.VI' by taking the -IJ VI suffix, 

then we would expect manbaiJn kanabaiJ. The consonant cluster -IJn could then reduce to 

-IJ (possibly evidence of Foleys Yimas nasal cluster simplification rule, as discussed in §1.5), 

giving the observed form manban kanabaiJ. More data will be needed to determine whether 

non-head Ns always agree with the noun class of the head N. 

The non-head Ns in these NNs agree with the head Ns noun class using the possessive and 

not the adjectival noun class agreement marker, which is logical since these NNs describe 

a genitive relationship between two nouns and the possessive is a subset of the genitive. 

However, while possessive pronouns in possessive NP s and non-head Ns in genitive NNs both 

take the possessive noun class agreement marker, the two types of construction do differ 

morphologically which reflects the semantic difference between the possessive and genitive. 

With the possessive NP s, the possession is not intrinsic in that the possessor and possessed 
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do not form one inseparable entity. A house may belong to 'you ' or 'me' without changing 

the quality of the house. On the other hand, with genitive NNs, the relationship is intrinsic. 

The quality of belonging to a crocodile is inseparable from the meaning of 'crocodile egg.' 

A 'man 's paddle' is not just a paddle which happens to belong to a man: it is a forked 

paddle used exclusively by men, different from the leaf-shaped 'woman's paddle. 'We see in 

Yokoim that in the possessive NPs, the -n GEN suffix does not appear on the possessive 

adjective, while in genitive NNs, the -n GEN suffix attaches to the non-head N. Foley notes 

this semantic difference between possessive NPs and NNs in Yimas and remarks that the 

distinction between 'transitory qualities ' and 'characteristic properties' is often reflected in 

the grammar (Foley 1991).It seems that the morphosemantic quality found in Yimas appears 

in Yokoim as well, accounting for the difference in morphology associated with transitory 

possession (possessive NPs) and intrinsic association (genitive NNs). 

It is difficult to tell whether or not the Yokoim genitive NNs are compounds or phrases. 

The two nouns in the structures seem to bear equal stress, indicating that the NNs are 

phrases rather than compounds. However, the Yimas NN structures that Foley terms 'noun 

compounds' are similar in many ways to the above Yokoim NNs. The head N is on the 

left , and the non-head N is marked by an -n suffix (Foley's oblique marker, our genitive 

marker). There are no examples in our corpus of a pluralized genitive NN, so we cannot use 

pluralization to distinguish between a compund or phrase. 

6 Conclusion 

This thesis has provided a preliminary study of the phonology, phonotactics, and adjectival, 

pronominal, and nominal morphology of Prof. Harrison and Dr. Anderson's Yokoim data. 

We have also examined the counting system and briefly touched on verbal morphology in 
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the context of pronominal morphology. Throughout the thesis, we have borne in mind that 

limited data often necessitates limited conclusions, and we have pointed out areas for further 

research and data collection in the hope that additional study of Yokoim will answer what 

questions we could not. Verbal morphology and syntax still need to be explored, and more 

data on nouns and adjectives/possessives will help shed light on what promises to be a 

complex noun class system. 
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